Multicast Over
Wireless Networks

How to ensure the participation of mobile users (no matter how
disruptive the circumstances), especially for mobile commerce
applications distributed over multiple networks. * BY UPKAR VARSHNEY
Multicast over wireless networks is an important

and challenging goal, but several issues must be
addressed before many group applications can be
deployed on a large scale.
Multicasting is a more efficient method of supporting group communication than unicasting or broadcasting, as it allows transmission and routing of
packets to multiple destinations using fewer network
resources. Along with widespread deployment of
wireless networks, the
fast-improving capabilities of mobile devices,
and an increasingly
sophisticated mobile work
force worldwide, content
and service providers are
increasingly interested in
supporting
multicast
communications over
wireless networks.
Applications of wireless multicast support
group-oriented mobile
commerce, military command and control, distance education, and
intelligent transportation
systems. Many new mcommerce applications, including mobile auctions,
will also gain significant benefit if group communication among mobile users is supported by wireless networks. Such applications require continued
connectivity, atomic all-or-none transactions, and
secure and reliable wireless multicast.
In military environments, tactical information may
be multicast to users, tanks, and planes; such applications demand minimal delay and secure and reliable
wireless multicast. Distance education and entertainment services can be offered to mobile or remote

users; such applications require high bandwidth and
near-real-time wireless multicast for quality viewing.
Intelligent transportation systems involve the
dynamic routing or rerouting of individual vehicles.
Current traffic information, as well as the most direct
and least time-consuming routes, can be multicast to
drivers; in the future, commercial aircraft may fly on
the most efficient routes guided, in part, by multicasts
of location information concerning other nearby
aircraft, objects, and
destinations. The reliability and correctness
of location information are major issues in
wireless multicast.
Multicast communications has been supported for at least the
past 10 years in the
Internet environment
for fixed users using
wired links. In such
environments, a host
joins a multicast group
by informing a local
multicast router that in
turn contacts other
multicast routers; a
multicast tree is thus created through a multicast routing protocol [1]. The multicast router periodically
sends queries to determine whether any of the hosts in
its coverage is still a member of the multicast group.
All host-multicast router communication is performed through the Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP) [1]; Internet IP multicasting has
been implemented using MBone, a virtual overlay
network [3]. Since not all IP routers support multicast
routing, the forwarding of multicast datagrams is
handled by “multicast routers” through “tunnels”
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Moreover, when IGMP is used over wireless links,
the amount of overhead increases significantly due
to joint operation and the polling of mobile users by
routers. To emulate IGMP behavior in IP networks,
a response from a user can be forwarded to all
mobile users in the same subnet. When a mobile
user moves within a subnet, multicast routers can
forward the multicast packets to the new location
(access point or base station), assuming there is no
host in the new location already subscribing to the
same group [6]. IGMP can also be modified to collect and store additional state information (such as
listings of hosts per group and groups per host [12]),
allowing the selective forwarding of multicast packets over point-to-point links.
In wireless and mobile networks, “leave latency,” or
the time during which packets continue to be forwarded to users no longer at these locations, may
increase due to delayed or lost packets. Leave latency

connecting multicast routers;
tunnels in effect pass through but
are not processed by unicast
routers (see Figure 1). Tunnels are
implemented by encapsulating IP multicast packets in
a unicast IP packet to the next mulCurrent “wired”
ticast-capable router.
Issue
multicast
Existing multicast support for Type of links Symmetrical and
fixed characteristics
fixed users can be extended to
Broadcast links
mobile users in wireless environin LANs
ments. However, applying such
support to wireless multicast is difficult for many reasons (see Table Bandwidth Plentiful
1); for example, the bandwidth
available in the two directions of
Fixed
any given wireless link may not be Topology
equal (the links may even be unidiInfrequent (<1%)
rectional), thus affecting the Loss of
amount of control and signaling packets
information that can travel either Membership Only when a user
leaves or joins a group
way. The user’s mobility could changes
therefore lead to inefficient multi- Routing
Fixed routing
structure throughout
cast tree/mesh, loss of packets,
the multicast session
incorrect routing, even the discardSecurity
Less complex due
ing of multicast packets. The exist- Issues
to fixed users and
wired links
ing multicast protocols are designed
for a fixed topology, though ad hoc Quality of Individual routes
can use RSVP
wireless networks may experience service
changes of topology due to the Reliability Possible use of a
transport-layer
movement of intermediate nodes
protocol (such as the
during multicast sessions.
Multicast File
Figure 1. IP multicast
support in the MBone
using tunneling.

Transfer Protocol)

G roup Membership
M a n ag ement in Wireless Networks
Unlike shared-medium wired LANs, in which an
IGMP query or response for group membership is
received by each attached device, wireless users may
not receive the query, due either to point-to-point
links or to interference, noise, signal attenuation, or
mobility in broadcast-oriented wireless networks.
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Wireless and mobile
multicast

Possible ways to support
wireless and mobile multicast

Possibly asymmetrical
and/or unidirectional links
of varying performance and
point-to-point links in
cellular and PCS

Design of new protocols to
handle route asymmetry and
unidirectional links without
reverse-path information
(possible history and predictionbased schemes)

Limited and variable
amount

Protocols to adapt membership
management and routing updates
to the amount of bandwidth
available and user mobility

Fixed in infrastructurebased, dynamic in
ad hoc networks

Protocols for both fixed and
changing topology by “sensing”
topological changes

Frequent and variable
(1%–30% based on links)

Error control with possible
retransmission from neighboring
user(s)

Also when a user moves
to another location

Protocols with reduced overhead for managing membership

Routing structure subject
to change due to user
mobility

Protocols that could dynamically
adapt the routing to current
structure and available resources

More complex due to
wireless links and possible
use of broadcasting

Encryption and security
techniques in routing and
membership management

Due to user mobility,
RSVP may cause excessive
overhead

Design of new protocols for
“soft” QoS under varying link
conditions and mobility

More complex due to
wireless links and user
mobility; possible unwanted
interaction of protocols at
transport and link layers

Design of new protocols that
could allow one or more
different retransmission schemes
at one or more protocol layers

can be reduced by using explicit Table 1. Qualitative
comparison of wired
join/leave changes by users [12],
and wireless
multicast.
explicit join/leave changes combined with acknowledgments [6],
or by retransmission of queries by routers based on the
history of links and users [6]. The first is the simplest
to implement; the second reduces leave latency but

increases the overhead of acknowledgment; and the
third seeks to overcome the loss of acknowledgments
by way of successive retransmission, though it also
requires the storage and updating of the histories of
individual links.

Multicast Routing for
Infrastructure-based Wireless Networks
Infrastructure-based wireless networks involve base
stations and switches in a fixed topology, as well as
mobile users. Existing multicast routing protocols
can be modified for wireless multicast; they include
the Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol
(DVMRP); Multicast extension to Open Shortest
Path First (MOSPF); and Protocol Independent
Multicast (PIM) in sparse and dense modes.
However, DVMRP
could cause the dropping
of multicast packets from
mobile
users,
and
MOSPF could lead to
inefficient routing of
multicast packets. PIM
might allow mobile users
to join from any point
and provide correct routing. The Core-Based Tree
(CBT) and PIM-SM
(sparse mode) [2] can
both be used as the routing protocol, as they
route datagrams based
only on destination, permitting a mobile host to
send multicast packets from any point in the network
[12]. To support highly mobile users, CBT can be
modified to support dynamic cores whereby core
functions are moved from one router to another based
on a number of factors, including mobile user location and total number of hops in a multicast tree. For
mobile users who have moved to a neighboring location, the last hop routing can be performed without
changing the multicast tree by using mobile IP [11].
These users can then subscribe to their groups at the
new location using a foreign agent or continue to
receive multicast packets forwarded through a tunnel.

routing protocols designed for infrastructure-based
wireless networks cannot be used in ad hoc networks. Since there is no fixed infrastructure (such as
base stations and switches) in ad hoc networks, all
nodes, including mobile hosts, may be required to
compute, maintain, and store routing information.
Figure 2 outlines several issues and possible solutions
in multicast routing for ad hoc networks.
In 1998, the Internet Engineering Task Force’s working group on Mobile Ad Hoc Networking
(www.ietf.org/html.charters/manet-charter.html) introduced several desirable properties of multicast routing in
ad hoc networks, including distributed routing, ondemand route discovery, security, and freedom from
loop routing. Ad hoc wireless networks have also
attracted research interest concerning the design of multicast routing protocols [9],
several of which are outlined
in the following sections.
Multicast routing using a
tree. In the tree-based
approach, multicast routing
uses a source-based or shared
tree among sources and
receivers; only one path exists
between any pair of nodes.
The amount of bandwidth
resources required for initializing a tree is usually less
than that required for other
structures. However, a multicast tree is subject to disruption due to link/node failure
and node mobility; for example, if an intermediate node fails or moves out of coverage, the tree can break into two or more “subtrees,”
making groupwide communication difficult and possibly intermittent.
The route discovery for building a multicast tree
can be done by either broadcasting when and where
needed or by using well-known central points, including cores. The Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
(AODV) routing protocol [7] uses source-initiated
broadcasting for route discovery.
Route updating in multicast routing protocols can
be done in one of three ways:

Multicast Routing for
Ad Hoc Wireless Networks
Ad hoc wireless networks provide a high degree of
mobility for all network components, including
users and routers. Due to such unconstrained mobility, the path between any two users is subject to
change during a session. Therefore, the multicast

Store and update. Store the information in a routing
table and update it by listening to routing messages, as in the AODV protocol [7];
Delete all and refresh. Discard all old routes (timeout) and start over; ideally, the frequency of the
updates is matched with the frequency of changes
in topology but is difficult to implement; and
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Reliable and Secure
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For many applications, reliable
and secure multicast is a basic
requirement. Providing end-toMulticast router
end reliability requires detection
of packet loss, along with error
recovery. Packet loss can be
detected through one of two approaches:

E. Multicast router moving out (remove
multicast links E-G and E-C, and add
multicast link C-G to maintain the tree)
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Figure 2. Multicast routing in
ad hoc wireless networks.

All three approaches have been employed in ad hoc
multicast routing protocols [9].
Multicast routing using mesh. The amount of
resources (bandwidth, processing, storage) required to
build a mesh is usually much greater than for building a tree. However, a major advantage is multiple
redundant routes for robust handling of link failure
and node mobility during a multicast session. Besides
requiring more resources, mesh routing reflects
another disadvantage—called looping—so measures
have to be taken to avoid (or remove) routing loops.
Since the mesh allows multiple paths between a pair
of nodes, the route-discovery and mesh-building
process is more important than route updating. Route
discovery and mesh building are accomplished in two
ways: by using broadcasting to discover routes when
and where needed, and by using core or central points
for mesh building. The broadcasting approach is built
into the On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol [5]
by the periodic flooding of control packets. Looping is
avoided by using cache to detect duplicate data and
control messages. For an in-depth discussion of mesh
building via core or central points, see [9].
Multicast routing using other structures. Besides
tree, mesh, and tree of mesh, multicast routing can be
performed in two other ways:
forwarding packets in many
Table 2. Possible
solutions to pricing
directions and functioning indewireless multicast
pendently of topology. The For- service and distribution of revenue.
warding
Group
Multicast
34

Protocol [5] uses a set of nodes
that forwards multicast packets
without using a formal routing
structure. Topology-independent
routing is implemented through
flooding or broadcasting [9];
though inefficient in terms of network resources, multicast routing
provides stateless topology-independent routing.
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Sender-initiated. Receivers return acknowledgments
for correctly received packets; timers can be used
to detect packet losses at the sender. However, if
every receiver sends an acknowledgment for a
packet it receives, feedback implosion can occur.
Issue

Pricing
wireless
multicast
services

Possible Pricing
Solutions

Comments

Flat-rate

Simple to implement
Unfair to some customers

Based on number of
packets transmitted

Need to count packets, even
when multiplying over certain
links

Based on number of
participants

Simple to implement

Based on session
duration

Simple to implement
Unfair to some customers

Based on congestion,
type of link, distance

More accurate pricing
More complex to implement

Based on session duration, More accurate pricing
participants, packets
More complex to implement
Time-sensitive

Simple to implement

Ratio of distances traveled Difficult to implement
by packets in individual
networks
Number of packets and
Need to count packets, even
number of copies made in when multiplying over certain
Distribution individual networks
links
of revenue
among
Number of routers (or
Requires counting number
multiple
processing power) used
of routers for every packet
service
providers
Number of links in
Requires counting the number
individual networks
of links for every packet
Number of customers of
a network in the session

Easy to implement

A combination of these
factors

More accurate but difficult to
implement for revenue sharing

M-commerce
applications

Description

Type of
communication
and number
of entities

Multicast
requirements
and
response time

Other
multicast
requirements
and issues

Mobile Auction,
Interactive
Games, Financial
Services

Allows users to buy or
sell certain items (or play
multiparty games) using
multicast support of
wireless infrastructure

Real-time
multicast with
active participation
by multiple users

Security and reliability of wireless multicast are
Duration of multicast session
major requirements. Very low delay required
can be long and involve multiple
(few hundred ms to a second). Removal from
players in different networks.
group due to intermittent connectivity or brief
disconnectivity significantly affects possible result.

Mobile and
Locational
Advertising

Allows turning the
wireless infrastructure
and devices into a
powerful marketing
medium

Asymmetric
nonreal-time
multicast
involving
hundreds or
more devices

Reliability and QoS requirements are not
significant. Long response time of a few minutes
is tolerable. Intermittent connectivity or brief
disconnectivity may be tolerated, as multiple
retransmissions/retries are possible due to long
response time.

Mobile
Entertainment
Services, Mobile
Distance
Education

Allows providing
entertainment services
to users on per-event or
subscription basis

Asymmetric
real-time
multicast
involving
multiple users

High bandwidth and very low delay required
The multicast session may be
(such as a few hundred ms to a second). Service significantly long (>1 hour).
interruptions due to intermittent connectivity or
brief disconnectivity significantly affects users’
overall experience.

Proactive
Service
Management

Allows trying to provide
users information on
services they will need
in the near future

Asymmetric
nonreal-time
multicast
involving few
entities

Most multicast requirements are simple. Security
and QoS are not issues. Response time of
minutes is tolerable. Intermittent connectivity
or brief disconnectivity is tolerable due to
long response time.

One or more messages can be
sent without setting up explicit
multicast session. Users should
be allowed to opt-in (or opt-out).

Asymmetric
nonreal-time
multicast involving
potentially large
numbers of entities

Most multicast requirements are simple.
Reliability and QoS are not major issues.
Response time of minutes is tolerable. For some
users, privacy may be an issue, depending on
products and services being recommended.

Authentication of users,
accuracy of information, and
possible conflicts of interest
must be addressed.

Reliability and QoS requirements are not
significant. Response time of a few seconds is
tolerable.

If multicast not available, a series
of unicast steps may complete
the transaction. Location
accuracy may be an important
factor.

Product
Allows users/businesses
Recommendation to receive recommendation
Systems
of various products and
services from third parties
and other customers
Mobile
Inventory
Management,
Product
Location
and Search

Allows trying to reduce the Unicast/multicast
amount of inventory needed involving few
by managing in-house and
entities
inventory-on-the-move.
Helps locate products and
services

Receiver-initiated. Negative
acknowledgments (as in the
receiver-initiated approach)
are used by receivers to
inform the sender about packet loss via negative
acknowldgments.

Table 3. M-commerce
applications and
requirements.

Loss recovery can be performed through selective
retransmission to the receivers that did not receive
packets. It is done either by setting up a group of
receivers, dividing the group into clusters with designated cluster heads responsible for retransmission, or
by local retransmission, locating a neighboring
receiver that has correctly received the packets. Clustering is useful primarily when the group pattern is
dense, though no such assumptions can be made for
mobile users.
Security issues in wireless multicast arise due to the
use of wireless links that are at risk of being eavesdropped, the inherent broadcast nature of some wireless links lacking control on receivers, and the use of
flooding for tree/mesh construction. Security risks
include complete loss of service, information stealing
or modification, and modification of routing
tree/mesh allowing unauthorized users.
The security issues can be addressed in a number of
ways; for example, packets in wireless multicast can be
encrypted using symmetric (private-key) or asymmet-

Few messages can be sent
without a multicast session.
Security is not a major issue, but
for some, privacy may be,
as information on purchasing
habits may be recorded.

ric (public-key) schemes. But the key distribution and
re-key processes, in light of user mobility and membership changes, can create significant processing and
network overhead. In group key encryption, a groupkey management protocol securely delivers a common
key to all users of a multicast group [4]. Group
authentication is implicitly provided by possession of
the key; sender authentication can be provided via
other means, including digital signature. Firewalls can
provide secure wireless multicast, though they add significant complexity and may make user interaction
and collaboration more difficult if users are spread
across different networks.
The scope of multicast packets can also be limited
by routers and sources to provide some level of security for wireless multicast, though the distribution of
wireless multicast group users may change over time,
thus requiring changes in scope. The overhead of
these changes and the probability that a mobile user
stops receiving multicast packets for some period of
time should be evaluated. Another way for network
designers to provide some security for wireless multicast is to require that routing protocols enforce membership control; for example, in core-based or
rooted-tree multicast protocols, the central point(s)
can be given an authorization list to verify signed joinrequests from receivers. It’s also possible to use
“trusted” routers and members [8], whereby other
COMMUNICATIONS OF THE ACM December 2002/Vol. 45, No. 12
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Effect on application
Case 1: Slowing of application may be unacceptable
Case 2: Application may be waiting longer

Figure 3. The effect of intermittent connectivity on mobile commerce applications:
possible scenarios and outcomes

Case 3: Optimal speed and correctness of application could
be achieved

auctions, interactive games, and
other group-oriented interacCase 1: Increased membership overhead if some
tions, though specific requireMiddleware
users leave due to slowing of the application
Case 2: Increased membership overhead if time-out occurs
ments vary (see Table 3).
Case 3: Possibly less membership overhead if time-out occurs
User mobility, combined with
wireless link characteristics, may
Wireless Network
complicate continuous communiPossible actions by user
cation among group users. No
Case 1: Delayed (or no) input
Case 2: Delayed (or no) input or rejoin if time-out occurs
Possible actions by “connected” user
response from a user for some time
Case 3: Delayed (or no) input or rejoin if time-out occurs
Case 1: Indefinite wait
(possibly brief disconnectivity or
Case 2: Fixed wait
Case 3: Different wait for different users
intermittent connectivity) may
lead to problems. Has the user left
the group completely or expericonnected
(briefly) disconnected reconnected
enced only some brief disconnecUser's movement
tivity? The state of the application
could be maintained until a timerouters in the paths among the trusted routers are out occurs or the user is connected again. What if the
prohibited from changing routing information.
user’s response would not have affected the outcome
of the application’s performance? How long is a reaW i reless Multicast Adoption
sonable time to wait? As time-out is a technique for
Wireless multicast is a topic of great interest to membership management (remove users from the
Internet service providers, cellular and personal group application if they do not report in for a given
communication service providers, content amount of time) in such applications, it is not clear
providers, and businesses with multiple sites requir- how to calculate the length of a time-out or even
ing simultaneous updates. Service providers can use which ones apply. Choosing a short value would lead
multicast to support content-distribution services to frequent removal of mobile users from the group
for which they might charge their customers a pre- whenever they experience brief disconnectivity. Later
mium. Businesses can use wireless multicast to dis- on, these users might attempt to reconnect to the
tribute software and data updates to branch offices group, but since the state of the application may have
and stores worldwide. However, many important changed significantly (such as in bidding in a mobile
issues must be addressed before multicast can be auction), they may have lost the chance to be a part
widely deployed, including: new business models for of the group.
charging wireless customers and for revenue distribChoosing a longer interval for a time-out would
ution among providers; maturity of wireless multi- force all connected users to wait for the users who
cast software, applications, and middleware support, might have been permanently disconnected. This
vendor support, and router interoperability; and the result would also inhibit the performance of applicauser trust necessary for conducting mobile transac- tions for most other users still part of the group. To
tions. Table 2 outlines several solutions to pricing avoid these extremes, finding an optimal or near-optiand revenue distribution in wireless multicast.
mal time-out is necessary for achieving strong perforMobile commerce application categories include mance from m-commerce applications for most users.
mobile financial management, mobile advertising, Figure 3 outlines a scenario involving the effect of
mobile inventory management, proactive service intermittent and brief disconnectivity for which three
management, mobile auctions, mobile office func- different solutions are possible: in one, the group is
tions, mobile entertainment, and multiparty games forced to wait until a particular user sends an input;
[11]. A major issue is providing multicast commu- in the second, the group waits only for some length of
nications for mobile users, along with location man- time determined by previous values; and in the third,
agement, quality of service, dependability, business the group waits for different lengths of time, dependmodels and pricing, application development, and ing on user type: passive listener, active listener, or
regulatory issues. Multicast communications is active participant.
needed for such m-commerce applications as mobile
For the first type, the passive listener can be
Application

Effect on middleware
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removed from the group,
allowed to join again later
without affecting the
group’s overall status. For
the second type, involving
active listeners, the group
can wait for some length of
time. And for the third
type, involving active participants, the group can
wait longer, as the input
from these users is likely to
affect the outcome of the
overall group application. A
trade-off can balance overhead resulting from the
continued
information
transmission to users who
may no longer be members (longer time-outs) against
the overhead of joining the operation later (shorter
time-outs).
These schemes should be compared under different
mobility patterns for a particular m-commerce application. Applications requiring longer response time
might work better with the first one due to its simplicity and less membership overhead, though in its
worst case, it lacks an upper bound on delays caused by
certain users. More sophisticated m-commerce applications with minimal-delay requirements may benefit
from the second or third. Choosing can hinge on tolerable processing overhead.
The loss of packets and acknowledgments—no
matter what the reason—affects m-commerce applications differently. Losing one or more messages in a
mobile advertising application is not an issue, but
packet loss in a mobile auction can affect the application’s overall result. Reliability can be addressed at two
levels: transaction and application. At the transaction
level, all steps are ordered and executed in sequence.
Unless a step has been completed (or has overcome
packet loss), the next step is not attempted. If a step is
unable to complete in a certain time, then a time-out
may occur, and the transaction may have to be
aborted and attempted later. Such techniques may
have to be weighed against an m-commerce application’s specific reliability needs before it is deployed.

access or roam multiple
wireless networks, a group
m-commerce application
might span multiple heterogeneous wireless networks. Such a ubiquitous
application would require
both multicast protocol
and middleware support
to overcome differences in
bit rates, channel quality,
resources, location management, reliability, and
security. Further effort is
needed to address these
issues, along with those
related to widespread
deployment, including
business models for charging users on the network
and distributing revenue among carriers and content
providers. c
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